My Girl

Starts after 16 counts.

[1 – 8] Vine With Toe Struts
1 – 2 Step R on toe to side (1), drop R heel (2) [12.00]
3 – 4 Step L on toe behind R (3), drop L heel (4) [12.00]
5 – 6 Step R on toe to side (5), drop R heel (6) [12.00]
7 – 8 Step L on toe across R (7), drop L heel (8) [12.00]

1 – 2 Rock R to side (1), recover to L (2) [12.00]
3 – 6 Step R behind L (3), step L to side (4), step R across L (5), step L to side (6) [12.00]
7 – 8 Rock R back (7), recover to L (8)

[17 – 24] Side Touch, ¼ L Side Touch, ¼ L Side Touch, Side Touch
1 – 2 Step R to side (1), touch L next to R (2) [12.00]
3 – 4 ¼ L stepping L to side (3), touch R next to L
[09.00]
5 – 6 ¼ L stepping R to side (5), touch L next to R [06.00]
7 – 8 Step L to side (7), touch R next to L (8) [06.00]

Note: With every sidestep you wave your hands along in the air, and when you touch beside you click your fingers.

1 – 2 Step R diagonal fwd. (1), touch L behind R (2) [06.00]
3 – 4 Step L diagonal back (3), touch R next to L (4) [06.00]
5 – 6 Step R diagonal back (5), touch L across R (6) [06.00]
7 – 8 Step L diagonal fwd. (7), touch R next to L (8) [06.00]

Note: When touching you can click your fingers

Questions: larskuif@hotmail.com - time2linedance@gmail.com

Count: 32 Wall: 2 Level: Absolute Beginner
Choreographer: Joran van der Noll & Lars Kuif (Holland) Dec 2016
Music: My Girl by The Temptations